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The Characters 

PlayerPlayerPlayerPlayer    CharacterCharacterCharacterCharacter    Class / LevelClass / LevelClass / LevelClass / Level    StatusStatusStatusStatus    

Peco Adun Zelnaga Mind Walker 6 Absent 

Ernest Cap. Ken Takashi Diplomat (TO) 7 Absent 

Tim Haggernak Combat Spec 7 Present 

Peco Ivan Stukov Diplomat (CS) 5 Absent 

Bruce Lambert Fulson Free Agent 8 Present 

Patrick Lenny Free Agent 6 Present 

Ernest Markus Oroszlan Combat Spec 8 Absent 

Patrick Martin St. John Tech Op 8 Present 

Tim Prof. Gerard 

Peppin 

Mind Walker 7 Present 

Chris Rokk Tressor Free Agent 8 Present 

Bruce Taveer Tech Op 6 Present 

Chris Ten-zel Kim Diplomat (TO) 8 Present 

 
Lambert Fulson Awakes... Again! 
 Lambert Fulson once again wakes in the Galindus Medical Center from a coma. Lambert is told 

that he was hit with a potent bio weapon. The last thing he remembers is Gregg Ramsey giving him a 

speech about how he is scum and not good enough for Ramsey's niece. Ramsey yelled,  “Couldn't leave 

well enough alone, could you? Couldn't take a hint!” right before shooting him. Lambert tries to 

redeem his medical center punch card, but the staff ignores him. They think of him as a fixture by now.  

 
Symposium on the State of the Verge 
 The lighthouse has emerged from drive space in the Aegis system, home to the planet Bluefall, 

the nicest most hospitable planet in the Verge. The Lighthouse is here to attend the Annual Symposium 

on the State of the Verge, a big conference attended by representatives from all the stellar nations and 

each of the major Verge colonies. 

 This year the conference is being held in the submersible city of Epsilon Zeta. Much like a big 

submarine, the entire city can go underwater in cases of inclement weather. Last year, there were a 

number of vicious storms, and although they seem to have ceased, no one is taking chances. 

 The symposium is hosted by the Regency of Bluefall, but has been organized by the Borealis 

Republic. Professor Emeritus Aarom Socarta is the master of ceremonies. Keynote speakers include 

Christopher Hale (Regent of Bluefall) and Michael Thayne (Minister of the Concord Consulate). Each 

stellar nation will be giving one short presentation, to give an update on what they have done in the past 

year, where they stand now, and what their plans are for the future of the Verge. Major Verge colonies 

also send representatives to make presentations. 

 Various academic papers are also presented at the symposium. Due to politicking, each nation 



and colony was allowed to use their own vetting process to select papers to be presented, so they vary 

from true academic documents to pure propaganda, depending on which nation vetted them.  

 The symposium also has a vendor section where the various nations and colonies show off their 

wares and give free samples. 

 
Rokk Gets Paranoid 
 Alex Racin contacts Rokk Tressor. They had already discussed Rokk arranging for the teln to 

get to Bluefall, Racin is just confirming the final details. Racin is excited because Krl'Xenoth Nurhan 

will be meeting him on the planet. Rokk remembers Nurhan as the imposing space vampire with the 

glowing purple and black eyes that shot beams of purple force with his mind (see session 13). 

 Rokk has been ordered by his CIB superiors to help the teln and figure out what they're up to, 

but he is getting really suspicious. After getting off the comm with Racin, Rokk calls together the 

various officers: Taveer, Haggernak, Takashi, St. John, and Zelnaga. He tells them he's become 

suspicious of his CIB handler, David Cornett, and wants help testing his handler for brain worms. Rokk 

calls Cornett to a meeting to tell him about the plans to get the teln to Bluefall, but pulls a gun on him 

and motions him into the hall. The officers ambush Cornett in the hall right outside the secret CIB 

meeting room and force him to submit to a medical test, but the man is clean.  

 David Cornett is furious, but he does make the arrangements to have a “safe” space cleared to 

put the teln on Bluefall. They will be watched by the CIB the whole time. Cornett makes arrangements 

for Rokk to get back in touch with him when he knows what the teln (and the gyardhi krl'xenoth 

Nurhan) are up to. 

 Rokk also decides he wants to know who is listening in to infotaps on the station. He knows that 

Racin and the teln are hiding out on one of Lambert Fulson's ships and he has Haggernak file a report 

that Lambert Fulson's ships are scheduled to be searched on suspicion for smuggling, and asks Taveer 

to see who is accessing the report. It isn't long before Rokk gets a call from Racin demanding to know 

what's going on. Rokk explains that its a smuggling operation, and he'll get the order to have the ship 

searched rescinded. Racin questions just how a station greeter has so much influence, but Rokk says he 

has some dirt on Haggernak. 

 Taveer monitors network activity. He confirms that Lambert's ship is accessing data on the ship, 

but no one else. 

 
The Real Verge with Gerard Peppin 
 Professor Peppin takes Lambert Fulson, Ten-zel Kim, and the t'sa Lenny down to the surface in 

his pleasure yacht. When they disengage, they find a camera crew waiting for them. The guy with the 

boom mike says “Just act natural!”  

 Ten-zel makes sure to loudly say something about STRUMpets! 

 After getting a good shot of the characters disembarking, the producer approaches Peppin. The 

crew is from Beachday Productions, a Borealin reality show production company. They wish to follow 

Peppin around and document everything that happens during the symposium. They also want to book 

him for various functions and activities on the planet to get some good footage. 

 They ask the PCs to sign waivers for using their likeness on the gridtube. Lambert refuses, and 

they ask him to try to stay out of the way as much as possible. They digitally edit him out of the 

footage. 

 
Guest Lecturer Taveer 
 Taveer goes to the symposium and starts talking to random people about glassmaker artifacts. 

Peppin feels mischevious, and starts sending people to Taveer saying “glassmaker lecture over there!” 

while Taveer doesn't really notice that his meatbag conversation partners are being cycled out as he 

goes. Peppin tries to wind him up, eventually building up a small crowd and spreading rumors about a 



glassmaker lecture. Taveer takes this in stride, and starts posting a lecture schedule. Peppin keeps 

winding it up from his side, and eventually Taveer ends up as a pirate lecturer at the symposium. The 

Borealin organizers are mildly baffled as to how it happened or what to do about it, but eventually 

determine that this is likely the least disruptive thing that two men of Taveer and Peppin's reputations 

could be getting up to. 

 
Opening Ceremonies 
 The opening ceremonies are conducted by Professor Emeritus Socarta. He introduces the 

keynote speakers in turn. 

 Christopher Hale, the Regent of Bluefall talks briefly about how the Verge has been coming 

together and he hopes for a more widespread feeling of peace and cooperation in the Verge. 

 Consulate Minister Thayne talks about Concord initiatives to bring wealth and prosperity to the 

Verge, and promises to continue to do more to make sure that every Verger has access to the necessities 

the Concord can provide. He is the most popular face of the Concord in the Verge. 

 Thayne also talks about the importance of the Lighthouse in the Verge and introduces two new 

destroyers for the Lighthouse. We name them the Hecatomb and the Abundance. They join the Bang in 

escort service to the Lighthouse. 

 Professor Emeritus Socarta gives a long droning speech, putting most everyone to sleep. 

 
The Nation Presentations 
 Haggernak is unable to attend the symposium, but has his lieutenant Ahrian Ghayth go to a few 

in his stead. She reports that the Austrin-Ontis presentation was nothing more than a big commercial 

for planetary defense systems, and the Nariac Domain presenter, Mistress Raelaun, spouted nothing but 

rosy-colored lies about how well the Nariac Domain is doing in the Verge, despite the fact that they 

have no Verge colonies and every initiative they have made has failed. He promises her some time off 

to compensate her for having to sit through these lectures. 

 
Borealis Republic 
 Rokk Tressor and Professor Peppin attend the Borealis Republic presentation. The line up to the 

door is filled with tables of academic papers and scholars hawking them. Every serious Borealin in the 

Verge wants to get published here. Peppin has his assistant gather a stack of papers from assorted 

scholars present; he gets a 4 foot stack of papers as a result. 

 The Borealin lecturer is Anthony Darrokin, whom Peppin had met at the Silver Bell colony in 

the Hammer's Star System. Darrokin talks about the Silver Bell colony, and the challenges that beset it 

(climatology, Klicks). The planet is warming out of control. He also talks about Skyward Caverns in 

the Tendril system, a big source of controversy among the stellar nations. Many alien artifacts have 

been discovered there and everyone is racing to find out about them. The artificial caverns are in a 

mountain range on the southern hemisphere of a planet called Atlas.  

 In the question-and-answer section Rokk Tressor asks about the climate problems on Silver Bell 

and if they could be the result of human or alien climate weapons. Darrokin answers that the Borealins 

don't know the cause, but aren't ruling weaponized weather control out. 

 
Hatire Community 
 Ten-zel Kim attends the Hatire Community presentation but falls asleep during it. Brother 

Paulus directs his presentation to the faithful. He talks positively about the progress of Diamond Point, 

the Hatire colony on Corrivale, and about how they are spreading the good word with a monastic 

retreat in Tendril and missionary temples in practically every system with a city.  

 Afterwards, Ten-zel approaches Brother Paulus alone to talk about selling the Hatire nation 

some idols he “found”. Along with money, Ten-Zel also wants a religious rank in the Hatire church. He 



also wants a spaceship, and some multi-planetary real estate, and citizenship papers. 

 The Hatire brother is shrewd and negotiates down to about half that. (Smaller ship, less land, 

lower rank, less money). The Hatire rank will be honorary only, since Kim is not going to actually join 

the Community as a citizen. 

 
Insight 
 Ten-zel attends the Insight virtual lecture (in disguise). Their lecture is held entirely in the 

Bluefall grid, a revolutionary gridspace considered one of the most advanced in the galaxy. The crowd 

is rowdy and bizarre-looking, and there are several channels of simultaneous commentary and chat 

goping on. They mainly mock Voidcorp. Ten Zil looks for someone to contact for orders, but eventually 

determines that he's intended as a sleeper agent, and at some point when Insight wants to make a big 

move, they will activate him along with a large number of other sleepers. 

 The presenter, Ambassador Pamela Jackson, also talk about the colonies they have stolen from 

VoidCorp and hints that they plan to steal more soon. Insight took over the colony on Bhruusil and 

protected the indigenous people, the quadrepedal Bhruu. The players all agree that super-goats in 

power armor are way cool. 

 
Orlamu Theocracy 
 Peppin goes to the Orlamu presentation. They have another huge batch of scientific papers, 

which Peppin amasses for later. They've been researching a large number of things, including the 

Vanishing of Bluefall (all the people just vanished one day, but it looks like the rapture, everyone gone 

in the middle of whatever they were doing). They found evidence of a huge disturbance in drive space, 

similar to the zero point disaster from earlier. 

 Peppin consults the Falkri entity living in his head about the planet, but the entity doesn't know 

much of the planet's past. He does know that abducting/destroying entire populations is possible for 

space gods (like him). 

 
Thuldan Empire 
 Rokk goes to the Thuldan presentation. They have guards! And flags! And trumpets! 

It is a terse, military presentation. The Thuldans have been spreading, and supporting their colonies. He 

also talks about the zero point missiles as a great triumph of Thuldan engineering and science. 

 
St. John Gets A New Job 
 Minister Thayne asks to talk to Martin St. John. Thayne talks about developing and unifying the 

Verge. A lot of talk about what to do about the fractious nature of the Verge. Eventually it will need to 

come together and have a unifying government to stand against outside influences. He wants Martin St. 

Joihn to be the emissary to the deepfallen, to talk them into joining a Verge-wide alliance headed by 

Thayne. There are millions of them, but they seem to speak as one. If they could be convinced, and 

brought in as full members, they would be a powerful political force! He came to Martin because he's 

trustworthy; even Takashi vouches for him. 

 Thayne gives St. John some background. Depth Epsilon was an underwater city on the floor of 

the ocean, but an earthquake forced the city to be abandoned. This was engineered, so the deepfallen 

could be brought in to learn about the humans. It now has about a hundred deepfallen and some human 

crew, trying to build ties.  

 The one who speaks for the deepfallen is called Tethys. The deepfallen are very communal, 

ruled by the collective. Highly telepathic. Needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few. High 

pressure tolerance, from deep sea to dry land. Highly efficient gills, capable of even breathing air for 

about 24 hours. 

 There is something odd about them though. Their humanoid shape seems poorly adapted to the 



water, and there are no related species anywhere on Bluefall that anyone has found. Because of this, 

some suspect that they are a genetically engineered race. We don't know who could have possibly 

created an entire race.  

 There's millions of them down there, they would be fantastic allies. They have several big cities, 

built in the deepest trenches of the ocean. 

 Martin St. John agrees to go talk to Tethys. 

 
Party Boys 
 The camera crew informs Peppin that they have set up a party full of girls and drugs. They want 

him to go and act natural. He agrees, and invites Ten-Zel and Lenny along. They all have a good time. 

 
Alien Bugs! 
 Rokk Tressor goes off to meet Krl'Xenoth Nurhan. Nurhan has eyes that swirl with black and 

purple, like strange nebula. Nurhan's clothing seems organic, grown onto him. When Rokk shakes his 

hand, his skin feels rough and abrasive, and by the time Rokk gets his hand back it feels as if several 

layers of skin have been sanded off. As Nurhan speaks, Rokk tries to count the rows of sharp teeth but 

gives up. 

 Nurhan explains that he's interested in Rokk because Takashi trusts him, and the Nurhan wants 

to humiliate and ruin Takashi for his insults against the gardhyi. 

 Rokk begins to reply when his psi detector goes off. He is insulted, and says “So, we're now 

reading minds here?”  

 Nurhan grins his shark-like grin, “Well, we need to make sure that you are being honest with 

us.”  

 “But I can't read your mind, and I can't verify that you actually looking out for humanities 

interests.”  

 “Has my servant not been helpful to you?” 

 Rokk tells Nurhan he has been rather unimpressed by Racin's help, and asks Nurhan to tell him 

what they are planning to do on Bluefall. 

 “We want to recruit the openers. You call them the deepfallen.”  

 “Why?” asks Rokk.  

 “They are important for reasons I cannot go into yet.” 

 Nurhan wants to infest one of the deepfallen with teln. They know that humans are in contact 

with the deepfallen at Depth Epsilon, and want to use this as their infection vector. Nurhan is sure that a 

resourceful human like Rokk Tressor could get the teln into Depth Epsilon and into contact with the 

deepfallen. 

 Rokk asks, “You never seemed to need anyone's help getting places before. Can't you just 

teleport in there?” 

 The alien sneers, “No. The cursed Lighthouse engineers figured out how to detect our starweb. 

They have given this technology to Bluefall. Depth Epsilon will be alerted and go into lockdown.” 

 Rokk nods and files away the information about the “starweb.” 

 Nurhan says that the current teln host is too weak and commands Alex Racin to accept the teln 

cluster from the current host (a middle aged woman who looks near death). Racin looks unhappy about 

this, but accepts.  
 
Rokk Forms a Plan 
 The next morning, Rokk meets his CIB contact at a secret location, where they scan him for 

worms. They then debrief him. The CIB wants him to stop the teln from infesting the deepfallen, but at 

the same time, it should not look like he was the one that stopped it. 

 The CIB gives him a few devices to help. He receives a pair of disc shaped psi restraints, that go 



on either side of a psychic's head. They have adhesive spikes for being driven into the temples. They 

have modified these for teln which go on a torso. He also gets a syringe of anti-psychic drugs. 

 Rokk contacts Martin St. John to help him in case he needs a back up plan. This is when he 

finds out that Martin St. John is going to Depth Epsilon as well. Rokk starts to get an idea. He will go 

with Martin St. John to see Tethys, and bring Haggernak, but will give the anti-psionic devices to 

Haggernak so he will be able to stop the Teln cluster when it attacks. He calls Haggernak to come down 

planetside and go with them.  

 Rokk, St. John, Haggernak, and Racin (possessed by the teln cluster) all take a sub down to the 

sunken city. Racin, who is disguised as a Hatire mind knight, is acting very strange. He speaks of 

himself as “we” and moves in odd ways as if uncomfortable in his skin. The station administrator 

greets the group, and also brings a ton of paperwork regarding non disclosure for them to sign. 

 The group learns that Tethys has been authorized to speak for the entire deepfallen race. They 

go to meet her, and the teln cluster almost immediately makes mental attacks on the Deepfallen, doing 

7 stun. Haggernak yells “Alex Racin, you are under arrest!” Rokk proceeds to inject Racin with drugs, 

and Haggernak slaps the psi restraints on him. Racin yells, “You have betrayed us!” He tries to stun 

Rokk, inflicting 7 stun. 

 Haggernak slugs Racin, inflicting 8 wounds, though 5 is absorbed by Racin's armor. The teln 

cluster knocks Rokk out, and Haggernak punches Racin again (armor absorbs all but a couple stun). 

Martin St. John shoots Racin with a stutter pistol, and drops the host body. 

 The worms come screaming out of Racin's mouth. Haggernak takes 10 stun in one hit, and he 

retaliates by smashing the cluster to goo with his tri-staff. Martin St. John apologizes to Tethys, and she 

says she has been authorized by the collective to thank us for our help. However, violence is unknown 

to the collective deepfallen. Martin St. John tries to convince the deepfallen to join a collective group 

of people who want to protect the Verge, but Tethys tells him the collective will have to consider it. 

 

 


